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iTek Announces A New Equipment Addition to
The Family!

Greetings Test First Name,
          The overarching goal at iTek is to find excellent, cost effective
solutions for our clients. One avenue we take to meet this goal is to
constantly be on the lookout for new equipment that will make us more
productive, reduce waste, and make our products more cost effective for our
customers.  This being said, iTek is proud to announce another new addition
to our equipment lineup, the GRAPHTEC FC8600-160.
         
         This new piece of equipment will allow us to offer you a cost effective
way to cut, short run, high quality graphics into any shape you desire,
without incurring the costs of traditional die cutting.  In addition to being able
to cut your product all the way through, the GRAPHTEC can also kiss cut
your adhesive backed graphics making them much easier to remove from
the backer.

Some of the products the GRAPHTEC will be useful for are:

Window Stickers
Wall Graphics
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Signs for Commercial or Residential Applications
Bumper Stickers
Product Labels
Vehicle Decals
And much more!!

          We look forward to assisting you with any projects that may be a good
fit for the GRAPHTEC, and would welcome the opportunity to show you how
it can benefit your organization.  If you have questions on this piece of
equipment or any other printing related matters, please contact your
Account Executive Test Account Executive at Test ACTEMAIL or Test
Phone!

Thank you,
The iTek Team
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